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In high school baseball especially at its higher levels the differences between league champion 
and playoff qualifier are so minute one gets a headache just thinking about it. Those differences 
led the baseball teams at King & Vista Murrieta to find each other in Wednesday’s wildcard 
game where the winner moved onto a date with Huntington Beach on Friday. The Broncos used 
a three run sixth inning to separate and win 7-1 Wednesday afternoon in Murrieta.  
 
Vista Murrieta’s objective regarding pitching was to make sure Jake Moberg did not have to 
enter and have a full complement of innings available on Friday. Cayden Castellanos got the 
start and immediately found trouble giving up two walks (Eddie Rivero & Jonathan Ho) along 
with a single to Bradley Chesterton which loaded the bases with no one out. Trevor Cadd came 
thru with an RBI single scoring Rivero but that was all the Wolves would get. Castellanos used a 
pop fly, strikeout and ground ball to get out of the jam only trailing 1-0.  
 
Vista Murrieta coach Matt Moisello later said about Castellanos getting out of that jam only 
trailing by a run “For a sophomore to get out of that situation and only allow one run he grew up 
today. He's no longer a sophomore. He showed us a lot not just for his future in the game but in 
life. He kind of became a man today.” 
 
The Broncos grabbed a lead at 2-1 after an inning and never looked back. Jake Moberg led off 
with a single up the middle. Zack Rodriguez then followed it up with a double to left field which 
gave Vista Murrieta runners on second and third and no one out. Anthony Tulimero had an RBI 
groundout scoring Moberg and a Lucas Gonzalez squeeze bunt scored Rodriguez. Olson flew 
out to center field ending the threat.  
 
King gave themselves a two out opportunity in their half of the second with runners on first and 
second thanks to a single from Rivero and walk from Ho but Cadd popped out ending the rally. 
Alec Corona led off the Bronco second with a single and Damian Campbell reached on an error 
setting the stage for Steven Riddle who hit a sacrifice fly to left field scoring Corona. Wolves 
starting pitcher Parker Welch limited the damage to one more run with back to back flyouts from 
Jacob Crittenden & Moberg.  
 
In the Wolves fourth inning King again gave themselves a two out scoring opportunity with 
runners on second and third thanks to a single from Mario Madrigal & double from Chesterton. 
Jonathan Ho lined out to end the inning along with his side’s best and final scoring chance. King 
mustered three base runners over their final nine outs on a Brian West walk in the fifth, infield 
single from Rivero in the sixth & a walk from Ho in the seventh but could not capitalize. Nick 
Pena popped out to first base, Chesterton grounded out to third base ending the sixth, and 
another groundout stranded Ho in the seventh ending the game.  



 
Vista Murrieta would add to their lead with a run in the fifth and three more in the sixth. In the 
fifth Moberg hit a triple to straightaway center that ricocheted off the Bronco version of the green 
monster and would've been a home run at many other fields in our area. Gonzalez reached on 
an error which scored Moberg. Tulimero walked but Gonzalez grounded out to shortstop ending 
the threat.  
 
In the Bronco sixth Corona and Campbell had consecutive singles and Riddle drew a walk to 
load the bases with one out. Crittenden had an RBI groundout & Rodriguez a two run single to 
clear the bases. Tulimero popped out to second base ending the scoring.  
 
When asked about his team's offensive performance Moisello said “Last half of the year we've 
really improved offensively. We worked on it a lot and that's allowed us to win eleven out of 
thirteen games.”  
 
Alec Corona had a three for three day at the plate and stopped by during field maintenance for a 
chat. He remarked about their keys to second half success including Wednesday's win “Our 
mindset changed. Leaders stepped up and got us on the right path.”  
 
That path finds its way into Orange County and a rematch with Huntington Beach who defeated 
the Broncos 6-5 during Boras Classic pool play on April 5th. In that encounter Vista Murrieta led 
4-3 after five innings but surrendered three runs to the Oilers in their sixth and could not 
recover. A win moves the Broncos into Tuesday's second round.  
 
 
 


